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Foreword

There is immense endowment of resources, knowledge and skills in the societies of South
Asia region. However, the region is often defined as a place lived by a large mass of poverty
trodden hungry people. The national governments being unable, so far, to search a
permanent solution for hunger, poverty, conflicts, corruption and socio-economic
discrimination that are deep rooted in our soils. Protection and promotion of fundamental
rights of the people and ensuring peace are far from being realised. States are reluctant to
protect the people and guarantee their social security, which they claim as the building blocks
for gaining their 'ruling power'. Development is not being delivered as the rights and needs of
the people but as per the recipe coming out of the kitchens of the international financial and
trade promoting institutions, to name few as World Bank, International Monetary Fund, World
Trade Organisation and Asian Development Bank. 

Not only the national governments, but also intergovernmental bodies including SAARC that
are created in the name of doing away with poverty and all other forms of social anomalies
have remained ineffective. The systems responsible for creation and perpetuation of poverty
and injustice are intact, and rather expanding. Therefore, challenging the current
development paradigm through uniting, mobilising, institutionalising, coordinating and
strengthening people's movements and struggles on their own initiatives is the need of the
hour. Poverty and injustices are difficult to eliminate unless these are taken up as political
issues requiring strong political intervention by the people at all levels. This is possible
engaging ourselves in raising awareness, sensitising the masses, building alliances and
creating structures capable of challenging the status-quo.

In this context, South Asia Alliance for Poverty Eradication, which was formally conceived in
2001, has taken a lead in South Asia region for organising, mobilising, strengthening relations
and building solidarity networks at people's level. This year, its 4th AGM has concluded by
reflecting on the experiences and reaffirming commitments for future courses of actions,
which are put together here as proceedings of the same. We believe this AGM must have
rejuvenated the comrades from different countries to take on the tasks that we set jointly with
ease. I am very much pleased to have discussed and shared with you all the issues of our
common concern in the course of this AGM. I am confident that your continuous
encouragement, expert guidance and unchallenging leadership will lead the SAAPE
movement to its destiny soon. 

Please feel free to pass on your suggestions and observations that you may have to include
along with the changing context of our societies. On behalf of the Regional Secretariat and
on my own, it gives me immense pleasure to greet you. Lastly, I thank all who directly and
indirectly contributed for making this AGM a grand success.

Thanking you,

Arjun Karki, PhD
Regional Coordinator

December 2007
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1.0 Introductory Background of SAAPE

The civil society actors of South Asia and representatives of civil society organizations from
Europe convened a consultation in 2000 in Manesar, India, to discuss the issues of poverty,
socio-economic exclusion, human rights violations, civil strife, etc., that are considered as the
prominent characteristics of South Asia. The representatives of this consultation agreed upon
a number of measures to fight against poverty, inequalities and injustices in the region. One
of the firm steps taken was to recognize, organize, consolidate and strengthen different
movements that are operating in the region and other parts of the world, and initiate a
comprehensive and consolidated movement to assist the people for eradicating poverty and
all other forms of socio-economic anomalies that are said to be deep rooted in our societies.
To effectively materialize this idea, a coalition of like minded people and their organizations
came into existence in 2001 by the name of South Asia Alliance for Poverty Eradication
(SAAPE). It is a regional initiative comprised of individuals, NGOs, academics, mass based
organizations, trade unions, community based organizations, etc. Currently, SAAPE’s
members and its affiliates are scattered all over South Asian countries. In addition, it has
several allies in the northern countries supporting the cause SAAPE is engaged with. 

Thus, SAAPE's members include major groups and alliances working on the issues of
poverty, food sovereignty, human rights protection and promotion, women's empowerment,
labour rights, community mobilization, governance, peace, justice and demilitarization in the
region, among others.

SAAPE's main focus is poverty eradication through policy research, advocacy, lobbying and
campaign works on five key themes, which are priority concerns for civil societies in all
countries of the region. Guided by the overall goal of poverty eradication, the five thematic
areas where SAAPE members are heavily engaged are as follows:

- Food sovereignty, livelihood and employment

- Peace, justice and demilitarization

- Gender

- Labour rights

- Democracy and just governance

Each of the above themes are regionally coordinated by Regional Thematic Focal
Organisations (RTFOs). 

SAAPE is governed by a General Assembly (GA) that meets every three years and Annual
General Meeting (AGM) that meets every year. Until now, two GAs and four AGMs of SAAPE
had been convened. The fourth AGM was held this year in Nepal. 
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2.0 Conceptual Basis of SAAPE's Annual General Meeting 2007 

The South Asian region provides abode for 23 per cent of the world's population. It comprises
43 per cent of the world's absolute poor and undernourished people with low life expectancy,
high illiteracy and higher degree of gender inequality. The region features a rich diversity of
geopolitics, societies, cultures, traditions, natural resources and human potentials. However,
fundamentalism propelled violence, socio-economic exploitation and inequalities in the
pretext of caste, ethnicity and gender are common characteristics. A majority of the people
are marginalized, deprived of access to political decision-making, natural resource
harnessing and human development leading to conflict and violence. Injustices in different
forms and dimensions prevail in this part of the world. Therefore, people across South Asia
are fighting against poverty and injustices that appears in the form of exclusion,
marginalization, improper distribution of resources and participation in power and policy
related matters. As a result, armed insurgencies in various pretexts are also common to
South Asian societies, which are partly attributed to above causes.

The major underlying causes of poverty are exclusion, gender discrimination and patriarchy,
ineffective governance, corporate globalization, emergencies/disasters, deprivation of
entitlements that obstructs people from social, economic and political opportunities, and non-
economic aspects - powerlessness and exclusion.

Some of the conflicts in South Asia began as localised movements with specific demands
linked either to denial of justice or aspirations of the communities and took the shape of larger
scale movements later on. 

South Asia is clearly in need of multiple peace processes that inculcate just and sustainable
solutions. Several such peace initiatives are deadlocked and remain concentrated in the
hands of the state power players where civil society should also have been engaged. Women
are sadly excluded from almost all peace processes. There are several agenda that the
states have to ensure peace with justice for all communities - especially the minorities that
are systematically excluded so far. States of South Asia have to accept that people's security
needs to be ensured. Thus, they have to devise the national security framework and engage
more with the people's issues, protecting and empowering those who are excluded,
marginalized, and especially those who have been traumatized by violence and conflict.
Unfortunately, these processes are either yet to emerge or are in their infant stages of
operation.

Contrary to states, the civil society groups across South Asia have had actively engaged in
mobilizing for peace based on justice and human rights. For example, in Sri Lanka, peace
groups and women's groups have a civil society framework that intervenes with the demand
of a just peace. In Nepal, civil society actors came out on the streets for human rights,
democracy and peace. In India and Pakistan, groups have formed collective forums for peace
and democracy. It is, thus clear that civil societies in South Asia are looking for consolidated
regional peace initiatives, where governments have moved much slower than the needs of
the hour. 

Peace is defined as a state of absence of war or violence. However, if an oppressive society
lacks violence, the society is nonetheless not peaceful, because of the injustice of the
oppression. Peace, in which justice is an inherent and necessary aspect; requires not only
the absence of violence but also the presence of justice and respect of human rights. Thus,
it should be understood that if there exists unjust system, deprivation or exclusion of certain
class or group of people, and there is absence of justice, it cannot be considered as peace
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but a mechanism for structural violence. Justice is a concept involving the fair, moral, and
impartial treatment of all persons. 

The situations of hunger and food insecurity that several people are continuously
experiencing in the region are the consequences of unjust distribution of productive
resources. In a bid to overcome hunger and ensure food security, the people and civil
societies around the world are struggling to re-establish their sovereign rights to food. Food
sovereignty is the right of people to healthy and culturally appropriate food produced through
ecologically sound and sustainable methods, and their right to define their own food and
agriculture systems. It puts the producers, distributors and consumers of food at the heart of
food systems and policies rather than the markets operated under the influence of corporate
demands.

Thus, struggle for Food Sovereignty is another issue that is most relevant to South Asian
context. The blanket approach of globalization under the disguise of market economy has
challenged the food sovereignty of smaller countries and developing economies. The effects
of globalization promoting commercialization have now affected small farmers from producing
as per their necessity and will. Access to nutritious food in the home market as well has
become much more difficult with the nations accessing to WTO. 

In this backdrop, the South Asia Alliance for Poverty Eradication (SAAPE) has organised its
2007 Annual General Meeting in the theme of "Poverty Eradication by Strengthening
Struggles for Peace, Justice and Food Sovereignty in South Asia". The AGM was held
in Kathmandu on 29-30 July 2007. The representatives of peasant's organizations, women's
group, NGOs, trade unions, grassroots social movements, independent academicians and
human rights activists from SAARC countries including representatives from the European
network of NGOs- Eurostep as well as EEPA participated in the AGM. The objectives of this
AGM were; to share the experiences of the struggles taking place in individual countries and
societies focusing on their achievements and need for intensification as per the AGM theme;
to discuss SAAPE's annual performance and plan strategies for a year ahead; and to
consolidate people's struggles for peace, justice and food sovereignty contributing to poverty
eradication. The two day programme was divided into inaugural session, panel discussions,
thematic workshops and plenary sessions. 

During the deliberations and discussion, the participants shared their experiences and
analysis in and around the issues of poverty, injustice, inequality that exist in the various
countries of South Asia namely Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, Maldives, Nepal,
Pakistan, and Sri Lanka.
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3.0 General Sessions on Deliberations and Discussions 

3.1 Inaugural Session

Minister for Foreign Affairs, Nepal, Ms. Sahana Pradhan inaugurated the SAAPE's Annual
General Meeting by lighting the oil lamp- a symbol to ensuring bright future by eliminating all
dimensions of darkness in our societies. Delivering inaugural speech on the occasion,
Minister Ms. Pradhan highlighted that civil societies and the governments must work hand in
hand to bring an end to the situation that creates and perpetuates poverty in the region. "To
eradicate poverty from South Asia, Government efforts alone are not enough as there are
several factors including social, political, economic, historical and cultural, and their ramified
and cumulative effects are responsible for continuation of poverty in our part of the world",
she said. She further added that globalization has failed to address the basic needs of the
poor and needy. She also appreciated the research and advocacy role of SAAPE in the fight
against poverty and in promoting a peaceful, secure and just order in South Asia for common
benefits.

Participants at the inaugural session

Mr. Arjun Karki, Regional Coordinator of SAAPE, moderated the inaugural session. He gave
a brief account of SAAPE as being a coalition of likeminded people and their organizations,
particularly trade unions, human rights defenders, peasant organizations, NGOs, CBOs,
women’s movements, academicians and peace activists working actively in the region. He
shared that SAAPE was established in the year 2001 in Nepal with an objective to work on
various issues that are responsible for poverty, injustice and marginalization of people, mostly
affecting the general public in South Asia. He further said that there is a strong need to
intensively focus on the issues of poverty, hunger and their immediate eradication in South
Asia. He added that poverty is one of the key human right issues. The gross and systematic
violation of human rights re-perpetuates poverty, injustice and unequal social relationships in
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South Asia. He further said, “Power and Politics of South Asian region is responsible for
growing poverty, injustice and various forms of discrimination in South Asia. The distinguished
speakers from various walks of South Asian life have come together to discuss, debate and
initiate a struggle to eradicate poverty in South Asia along with ensuring peace and justice in
this region.”

Sharing of Regional/Country Experiences and Regional Movements

During the inaugural session of the AGM, participants from various countries of South Asia
also presented their papers based on their country’s situation.

a. India

Prof. Babu Mathew, one of the founding members of SAAPE said that the Government of
India is suffering from power hunger syndrome; it is enamoured by its much highlighted 8.5%
growth rate and its increasing nuclear power. He talked about two India, the India of the
affluent, educated, and so called upper and middle class and the India of the impoverished
and excluded ones. 

By critically analysing the situation there, he condemned the prevalent neo-liberal economic
paradigm, which on the one hand has produced millionaires and billionaires and on the other
hand has destroyed jobs, natural resources and the environment in India. It has resulted in
starvation, death, forced migration, child labour and bonded labour. He said that the so called
"unprecedented economic growth" as acclaimed by the state players has also resulted much
more into “unprecedented exclusion” of different social groups like the Dalits, the indigenous
people, the Muslims, the urban poor, the fisher folk, the weavers, the informal sector, and the
like; that constitutes about 93% of the labour force. Thus, the so called steep growth has
failed to include them as the part of this growth rate. He calls them the "Subalterns of India".

According to Prof. Mathew, the government manipulates the figure of the poor people living
in India. The figure shows that 26% of people are below the poverty line when actually half of
India is living through acute poverty. Also, he criticized the Indian Government for being pro-
United States and its fondness towards the World Bank, the IMF and the WTO. He highlighted
the government’s aloofness towards SAARC processes.

He critically reviewed the state functioning under George W. Bush (President of USA) and
Tony Blair (former Prime Minister of UK) for their “war on terror” which in turn has fuelled
violence and suppression in many parts of the world. He also added that this regime has
stereotyped every terrorist as a Muslim; giving the example of Mr. Hanif who was arrested
and deported back to India because he had lent his mobile SIM card to his cousin who was
accused in London bombing. 

He also shared that the current model of democracy is in great danger because of the very
forces and processes that strive to extend and strengthen democracy in different parts of the
world. He criticized the United States government’s policy on Iraq. He even said that the
United States had no rights to write Iraq’s constitution, as constitution must be “home- grown”.
He felt that the United States government and right wing parties in India are afraid of
democratic people’s constitution (yet to be materialized) in Nepal. He hoped and wished for
successful completion of the Constituent Assembly polls to be held in 22 November 2007. He
said that everyone is looking forward to see the day on which people’s democracy will take
firm shape in Nepal and that would help building people’s democracy in other parts of South
Asia as well as other regions of the world.
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b. Bangladesh

Ms. Rokeya Kabir, one of the founding members, who is also leading the gender thematic
group of SAAP, shared her concerns related to the situation in Bangladesh.

She said that Bangladesh is now ruled by a caretaker government, but she doesn’t know
whom the government is taking care of. The government pretends to be a civil bureaucracy
but is backed by the army and the Washington Consensus group. The Washington
Consensus group was brought to fight against corruption and to bring reforms in the political
processes and the political institutions including the political parties. But now, they have
started killing the ethnic minorities and other excluded groups in Bangladesh.

The question of separation of judiciary from the executives is said to be started but the
government is using the same vicious circle of delaying tactics as before. The Lawyers and
Judges are saying that they were living under emergency situation. Recently, the elected
committee of the Bar Council has been disrupted for independent functioning. The common
people are dependent on the import of the most essential goods. The industries are getting
privatized and lots of people are losing their jobs due to the neo- liberal economic policy
adopted by the government. Because of the presence of World Bank, IMF and their structural
adjustment policies, normal people are suffering greatly in the country. Pro- people decisions,
if any, either remain unformulated in different pretexts or formulated with much delays
whereas anti-people decisions are made as quickly as possible and implemented without
further delay. 

The women’s movement is demanding the reinstallation of women’s policy that was changed
during the previous Government. The present government, which initially enjoyed the popular
support in the country, is gradually losing that support. Ms. Kabir emphasized on the
importance of democracy. She said that without democracy no good governance is possible.
She concluded by saying that in Bangladesh people have already started rising up and they
are demanding some goods essential for agriculture, without the support from any
organizations or political parties. People are rising and we have hope and we will win, and
SAAPE will continue to aid in that process, she reaffirmed.

c. Pakistan

Mr. Karamat Ali, who is a senior human rights defender and an active member of SAAPE in
Pakistan, has presented the general political, social and economic situations of Pakistan in
the purview of SAAPE's fight against poverty and hunger. He is also a founding member of
SAAPE and leads the labour rights thematic group of SAAPE. He has been involved in many
issues related to South Asia and was active in creating the South Asian Parliamentary Forum.
He is also an active person working on the Indo-Pak issues.

Mr. Ali mainly highlighted two aspects of Pakistan, that are also common to other countries of
South Asia; First, the growing trend of militarization in the region, and second, the political
dominance of the United States of America and the international financial institutions like the
World Bank and the IMF in the region. 

The growing trend of militarization refers especially to India and Pakistan, including the rapid
nuclearisation of South Asia by these two countries. He said that there is a very active arms
race in the region, both nuclear as well as the conventional one. Since 1998, Pakistan has
been spending in an average up to 20 billion dollars on military expenditure per annum. He
further said that there is a huge mass of people under the imaginary line of the abject poverty
in South Asia and this kind of expenditure on arms and army is not only totally unjustified but
is highly immoral too. 
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Second aspect is the political dominance of United States of America and the IFIs; especially
in the case of India, Bangladesh and Pakistan; who have ex- employees of International
financial institutions (IFIs) as the leaders of their government. In this scenario, the political,
economic and military decision-making is under forces that want to promote neo-liberalism.
Therefore, these kinds of policies are giving rise to destruction and devastation on the one
hand and increasing poverty, exclusion and unemployment on the other. He said that there is
an urgent need for South Asian Civil Society Alliances to devise policies and programmes for
effective South Asian actions.

He further added that there is people's resistance (in different forms and stages) in every
country right now. He said that if people decide to resist unitedly, all these forces that are
backed by the US imperialist government and their allies or whether led by a king or a
president in uniform, they can be pushed back and defeated by peaceful struggles. “First we
have seen that in Nepal and now a significant victory for the people in Pakistan. When the
lawyers and judges came together there was a “clash of uniforms” if you would like to call it
- one uniform (military dress), which is meant to trample the rule of law under its feet and the
other uniform (indicating lawyer’s and judge’s dress code), which was created to uphold the
rule of law. The latter has succeeded with the considerable participation of the ordinary
people including workers and peasants. That gives us lots of hope that it is possible to push
back this kind of onslaught.”

He made few suggestions about what SAAPE and people involved in South Asian network
can do. He emphasized on the need to draw some time bound campaigns on peace, justice
and demilitarization and take them to the ordinary people for whom they have relevance. He
also stressed on the need for the proper social security system in South Asia. He proposed
that countries should reduce their spending on arms and army, which would be enough to
provide a basic social security system in the region. 

He also put forth the idea that the foreign countries that give development aids to South Asian
countries should link some proportion of that aid to the social security fund. Mr. Ali talked
about setting up conflict resolutions for the region within the SAARC process. He then
concluded by demanding a South Asian Commission on Human Rights.

d. Sri Lanka

Mr. Sunil Wijesiriwardhane, who is a social and cultural activist working on issues relating to
human rights and peace, presented the case of socio-political condition in Sri Lanka. He also
represents Sri Lanka People’s Forum, Janavakasha.

He informed the participants of the current situation with regard to war in Sri Lanka, the
escalation of war and the corresponding escalation of humanitarian crisis and other problems
related to the ongoing war. Mr. Sunil talked about how 30 years of war has also developed its
own structures; war structures resulting in 30% of rural economy penetrated by the war
economy. As a result of the constant war, Sri Lanka today surpasses Pakistan in terms of
military capacity. It has the biggest army in South Asia after India. Societies have been
responding in a problematic way because of the combination of war and neo- liberal
economic policies,. It has resulted into extremists' racists ideologies gathering momentum.

Mr. Sunil also stated that the Executive Presidency in Sri Lanka can generate problematic
political processes, and this can result in sliding back to the feudal-clan based politics. He
stated that there has been good development since the people’s SAARC 2007 events in
Kathmandu. The delegates who went back to Sri Lanka held serious rounds of discussions
on several important issues. Delegates who have participated in the world economic forum
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also attended these discussions. It has resulted in a network catering to various issues. Mr.
Sunil voiced the need for a media space, which is totally people-centred and distant from
power politics and the commercial capital.

e. Afghanistan

Ms. Horia Mosadiq presented the general country situation of Afghanistan. She is a
representative from Human Rights Research and Advocacy Consortium of Afghanistan. She
talked about women’s situation after the war against terror in Afghanistan. She gave a brief
overview of the Bonn1 process and the involvement of women in the different aspects of this
process. She focused on the constraints and challenges faced by Afghan women today. She
also presented the recommendations for future undertakings.

Ms. Horia talked about the unleashing democratic process in Afghanistan since 2002 and how
at that time there was hope for more female representation to all levels of power structures.
However, at the time when Afghans went for electing their president, there was only a single
woman candidate. She also talked about various incidents in which female candidates in
other elections were targeted with violence, which was one of the reasons of extremely low
candidacy from women for presidential election. She talked about the widespread violence
targeted at women through the past 25 years that affected the entire country. Ms. Horia
brought forward details of the collapsed education system in the country.

She also stated that, as a result of various constraints caused due to the war and the
prevalent culture, there is an increasing trend in the child marriages for girls. She also
informed that Afghanistan is amongst those countries that have the highest maternal mortality
rates in the world. She concluded by requesting the membership of Afghanistan to the
SAAPE movement. At the same time, she also emphasized the need for restoring faith in the
democracy, and requested the international community to do all they can to support Afghani
women to gain power democratically.

f. Nepal

Prof. Mathura Shrestha, a senior Human rights defender and a leader of civil society
movement discussed the general situation of Nepal. He stated that Nepal was historically a
rich country, and had offered financial help to India and Tibet in the past but all that prosperity
has waned now. He questioned the intent and impact of globalization under the disguise of
WTO and IFIs. He further said that globalization is nothing but extension of colonialism. It has
legalized the disparities within and between nations and people. It has become a convenient
vehicle to gain for super powers. He stated that many in Nepal live in the illusion that
globalization is an answer to eradication of poverty but the fact is that globalization is making
the rich richer and the poor poorer, so it is curse to our societies in the South. 

Prof. Shrestha was of the view that Nepal is a country where there is continued diversion,
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drain and exportation of significant population of young, efficient and healthy human power
(labor) in order to serve in as foreign armies as mercenaries, to supplement foreign
households and enterprises as guards, or cheap labor or to replenish brothels and bonded
labor rings of metropolises around, by human trafficking processes. A country cannot develop
without efficient human power, and by exporting human power to other countries that is most
necessary for one self's development.

Finally, he ended by quoting Stephen Bezruchka as "Economic equality is the best medicine"
because not only for the health of the people of the world but also to eradicate poverty and
to enhance the quality of life. He referred to many studies that have shown that egalitarian
society had better average health and quality of life. He also added that individual behaviours
are not important for national health but economic equality that is more important. 

g. Some Perspectives from Regional Networks – INSA

Mr. Rashid Al Mohammad Titumir, the representative from Imagine a New South Asia (INSA)
Campaign, talked about how he sees Imagine a New South Asia as a process, a platform, a
people’s perspective and a partnership process. He stated that it is a platform of envisioning
a free and fair South Asia. He talked in detail about the various approaches that have been
envisioned as part of this campaign. 

h. Some Perspectives from the European NGO Network - EUROSTEP

Mr. Florent Sebban represented the European Solidarity Towards Equal Participation of
People (EUROSTEP), a network of civil society organizations in Europe. He shared his
thoughts about Europe, particularly the way in which Europe sees and relates to South Asia. 

He said it is crucial that there should be a good understanding of various threats – economic,
political and security affecting Europe and how these threats result in various reactions and
how these reactions in turn affects the South Asia region. Mr. Sebban talked about how
SAAPE’s partnership with EUROSTEP has had some influence in defining the perception
about South Asia and about the way Europe should rethink its aid and trade policies as well
as its political relations with the rest of the world.

3. 2 Session 1- Plenary on AGM Theme

The participants from the various countries of South Asia made their presentations based on
this year’s AGM theme ‘Poverty Eradication by Strengthening Struggles for Peace, Justice
and Food Sovereignty of South Asia.’ Prof. Babu Mathew and Ms. Rokeya Kabir moderated
the session.

Mr. Sarba Raj Khadka of the SAAPE Secretariat gave a brief introduction on the situation
in the South Asia region. He stated that the major underlying causes of poverty in South Asia
are exclusion, gender discrimination, patriarchy, ineffective governance, corporate
globalization, emergencies/ disasters, and deprivation of entitlements that obstructs people
from social, economic and political opportunities and non-economic aspects of
powerlessness and exclusion. He said that the civil society groups in South Asia are actively
engaged in mobilizing for peace based on justice. He said that peace cannot be ensured in
a society where injustice is a major feature. He also highlighted the issue of Food
Sovereignty, which has been challenged in this region because of globalization. 
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Prof. Babu Mathew made a few comments in relation to the theme. He said that poverty is
much larger than the figures that the government puts out. For instance, the official figure in
India is 26%. But these 26% people are literally starving. There are a large number of others
who are poor and do not have any access to education, health and livelihood opportunities.
And there’s a need to take this population also into account when poverty is discussed.
Poverty today also includes gender, caste and ethnic dimensions and has an environmental
and cultural impact. He said that, special measures could be required to deal with that
particular part of the population and the general democratic struggle for rest of the population. 

The second point he made was about a civil society where public debate can take place
without discrimination, exclusion and marginalization. There are a large number of people
who are denied the opportunity to raise their voice in the public sphere. The caste system and
ethnic discrimination which exists in the form of religion in different ways in all the countries
makes the very public sphere unequal and biased. 

Panel discussants at the thematic plenary

The third point he made was that we criticize globalization and neo liberal economy, but we
should also remember that all ills did not begin with globalization or neo liberal economy.
They began with capitalism. Capital itself is an exploitative factor. It is capitalism that rendered
people poor and kept them poor. He said that it is important to understand the present stage
of capitalism particularly in South Asia as there is a need to take recourse to new conceptual
and methodological tools as well and truly understand how capital functions not only in the
economic sphere but also in other spheres including the way it is restructuring patriarchy all
over the region. He further said that the regional capital and national capital is very intimately
linked with this global capital. In partnership with global capital it is carrying out the mission
in the region and that it is now becoming increasingly difficult to make any distinctions
between these capitals based on merely the country of origin. 
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Last point he made was of the tremendous difficulty that we face today and that difficulty has
come in through informalisation of work and labour force which has really rendered the
working class which was rightly considered to be in lead of number of struggles,
organizationally weak and socially weak and these are the challenges which we must really
think of when discuss struggles to eradicate poverty.

Mr. DNS Dhakal talked about the issues facing Bhutan, like the false claims being made
about the per capita income of the country. As per the government statistics 32% of the
population in Bhutan is living in poverty line, its also claimed that they will maintain the annual
growth rate mirroring closely with India and jump the per capita GNP from 700$ to 13,00$. He
proposed that we must pursue the idea of setting of a human rights commission of South Asia
and making the governments accountable.

He also gave some threw some light on the organized actions against the minority community
in Bhutan. He requested SAAPE to take the leadership to engage the world community and
South Asian community to bring correction in Bhutan's corrupt system of government so that
all ethnic groups including the ethnic Nepalese will have dignified rights to live in that country
in future. 

He also talked about the increasing refugee problem. He thinks there is a need for some kind
of solution but going for a solution without establishing the principle of the rights of return of
those Bhutanese citizens evicted would be letting the Thimpu government go Scot free2. The
idea of introducing democracy in Bhutan and solving refugee problem needs to be taken in a
new/different perspective. 

Mr. Mohamed Zuhair from Maldives presented a paper on the changing socio economic
situation in Maldives along with its democratic reforms. It has adopted multi party political
structure, there are more effective checks and balances in governance, there is more space
for freedom of association and demonstration, there is media freedom, effective
independence of the executive, judiciary and legislature, creation of autonomous legal
institutions like the election commission, human rights commission through relevant
legislature and processes, civil society and the local governance is strengthened, national
referendum on the type of model the state will be crafted which will have the presidential
model similar to the US system and Parliamentary model is similar to the Indian system. The
new constitution is also expected to guarantee human right and freedom of associations. In
addition, structural reforms policy changes are also being introduced to expand the economy
and ensure more equitable distinctions of economic conflicts. Maldives is holding its first
multi-party presidential elections in mid 2008.

Mr. Mohiuddin Ahmad from Bangladesh presented a very thought provoking paper on
poverty. He highlighted how the vast majority of people are classified as poor and are
considered as an object of sympathy, paternalistic intervention and assistance. This trend has
resulted in a sense of inferiority in the masses. In the name of development the masses are
subjugated and exploited, uprooting them from their traditional life. They are forced to
become inferior citizens. 

He rejected the conventional development paradigm where few considers themselves as ‘a
superior’ to guide, control, and determine others’ development. This reduces the notion of
development to economic growth. He talked about the alternative development paradigm. He
said that development should be endogenous where people themselves construct their own
reality. 
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He further highlighted how we are obsessed with terminologies like development, democracy
and socialism. He said that with the present development paradigm this situation will not
change in this region. Therefore, there is a need to dismantle not only the existing institutions
but also notions about poverty and development. 

Mr. Sayed Ihsanullah Dileri from Afghanistan read out his paper titled ‘Afghanistan; Stable
Instability’ where he highlighted issues like deteriorating security situation in the country and
the resurgence of the Taliban. He said that the aid provided by the international agencies is
far lower than other post conflicts countries. More amount of money is spent on military
operations than on development and humanitarian aid. 

The government and the international community have failed to control opium poppy
cultivation, which provides income for insurgents to fund their terrorist activities weakening
the government. He also touched upon Afghanistan National Development Strategies, which
is focused on the six sectors like infrastructure and natural resources, education, health,
agriculture and rural development, social protection and economic governance, and private
sector development. Among the key ministries only few of them were able to execute their
development budget to a considerable extent. He even highlighted the achievements in post-
Taliban Afghanistan which includes a New constitution, an elected president, an elected
parliament, children returning back to school, women going back to work and universities,
revival of health sector, freedom of speech, HR commission, roads, formation of ANA and
ANP and the NSP coverage is more than 70%. Despite witnessing considerable development
there are still challenges. These are security, presence of warlords in both houses, lack of
capacity of Afghan government, weak civil society, opium poppy, national reconciliation, more
accountability for the money that comes to Afghanistan and inability of national and
international actors to address poverty in Afghanistan.

Mr. Freddie Chirsto Gamage from Sri Lanka shared his experiences about the Sri Lankan
situation. He said that the Singhalese rulers made the Tamil youth take arms. Even after the
peace accord was signed between the LTTE and the government in 2002, the Tamils were
not free. Their houses were occupied by the military. A new regime was appointed in
November 2005 after the society was divided into two - pro LTTE and anti LTTE. Even
activities like organizing a workshop on federalism are considered as against the will of
Singhalese racist rulers. Groups working for peace in Sri Lanka are referred as enemies. He
said that the Singhala regime’s peace proposal is not even acceptable to the Tamil politicians
who are the part of the government. He concluded by saying that Sri Lanka really needs
solidarity from the people of South Asia.                    

Mr. Zulfiqar Shah from Pakistan said that the struggles of the peasant community, fisher
folks, workers and judges are the positive signs in Pakistan. He said that the issue of justice
is important to the issue of poverty. People can be empowered only when they access to
justice and there will be peace when people have rights to food sovereignty. He concluded by
saying that the initiative taken by SAAPE is relevant and we should think about strengthening
this.

Mr. Gauri Pradhan from Nepal highlighted the issue of violence and poverty. The victims of
poverty are children and women and other marginalized people from society. There is social
discrimination and exploitation. He said that New Nepal is not possible without empowering
poor people and we might have to face Jana-Andolan III if the needs of the people are not
addressed. Poverty can be eradicated with clear political vision, which encompasses freedom
and guarantees the rights of the people. He said that struggle for peace justice and food
sovereignty is possible only when people fully participate in policymaking and implementation
of those policies.
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Ms. Kalamani from India stated that India is experiencing 8.5% GDP rate on one hand
whereas poverty reduction is only 0.22%. The poor are further being marginalized, excluded
and victimized. Dalit, adivashi (ethnic minorities), women and Muslim community are getting
polarized. The natural resources are getting corporatized and the community people no
longer have control over their resources. India is living upon agriculture, 75% of rural
populations are dependent on agriculture but it is pushed aside and urbanization and
industrialization are now the government's priority agendas. She said that civil society
movements can have positive changes in one’s society. She also stressed to be reminded of
the Millennium Development Goals promised by our Governments. She believed that people
and the civil society should give the mandate to the government and not the UN and other
international organizations.

Prerna Bomzan from EEPA/SAAPE talked about Europe’s country strategic papers for South
Asia, which is based on neo liberal agenda. The papers basically focus on trade and see it
as the only way to development. She said that Eurostep3 and SAAPE jointly provided
interventions from a South Asian civil society perspective to the Members of the European
Parliament as well as the European Commission. She further added that there must be North-
South partnership to influence policies in the North and in our own governments. The AGM
gives an opportunity for us to discuss how we can develop the partnership to improve policies
that govern us.

Floor Discussion

Following the panel discussion, the floor was open for queries from the audience. The
discussion revolved around the issues like the need to strengthened justice, which helps
eradicate the divisions among humans leading to eradication of poverty, our social and
cultural patterns being our enemy, a need to change our media, education and cultural
production and make it more people oriented, a need of public growth of broadcasting, India’s
policy towards Nepal and need to discuss on the ownership of natural resources. There is a
need to restructure and redesign policies and plans as neo liberal economy is widening the
gap between the rich and the poor. Also, there is a need to focus on issues like agrarian
reforms, people’s participation in the decision-making process and implementation.

It was pointed out that the panellists only discussed about the problems and the solutions. It
was pointed out that we are weak in implementation of policies and this perpetuates poverty
in our countries. Most of the people on the floor criticized the region’s dependency on the
international financial institutions like the World Bank. 

3.3 Sessions 2 and 3-Thematic Workshops and Plenary Presentations

In this session all the five thematic groups Gender, Food Sovereignty, Livelihood and
Employment, Just and Democratic Governance, Labour Rights and Peace, Justice and
Demilitarization held workshops to review, revise and plan each thematic group's activities. 

The thematic groups made their presentation of their respective workshops report to the
plenary. Mr. Karamat Ali and Ms. Horai Mosadiq moderated this session.
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a. Gender 

The main points discussed during the workshops were:

- Ensure women’s political participation
- Ensure women’s participation in the decision making bodies
- Gender sensitive budget to allocate more resources to women to ensure women’s

effective economic empowerment
- Ensure women’s role in peace building processes
- Gender sensitive education
- Promote gender sensitive labor laws for women workers

The gender thematic group decided that their theme for this year would be “Participation of
Women in Political Spheres”.

Participants of gender thematic workshop 

b. Food sovereignty, livelihood and employment

The main points discussed during the workshops were:

Strengths

- Policy paper

- Extension of groups-100 in India, 30 in Nepal and 10 in Pakistan and Bangladesh

- Inclusion of food security as fundamental right in the Interim Constitution of Nepal

- Mobilization of peasantry in the region
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- Popularizing of food sovereignty

- Anti GM movement

- Policy and advocacy- European Commission

Weaknesses

- Lack of communication

- Lack of resources

- Lack of coordination between the focal organizations

Situation

- Landlessness because of landlords, multi national companies and market-lead land
reforms.

- Dumping of agricultural products

- Absence of subsidies

- Dismantle support price system

- Dismantled public distribution system

- Seeds control by multinational companies

- Threats from genetic engineering

- Women’s do not own ownership on productive resources

- Privatization of Natural resources

- Subsistence farming

Demands

- Comprehensive agrarian reforms like land reforms, subsidy and support

- WTO out of agriculture

- No privatization of common productive resources

- No patents on life forms

- Declare guaranteed employment with minimum and equal wages without gender
discrimination

- Establish peasants commission headed by peasant leaders

- Convention on peasant right

- Ensure representation of peasants on decision making at different levels and processes

- Ensure profitable price of agricultural products

- Protect and promote farmer’s knowledge

- Protect Bio diversity

- Resist neo liberal economic policies

- Moratorium/cessation of GMO

- Promotion of sustainable agriculture
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Action points

- Identify groups/organization/movements/alliance

- Initiate dialogue and cooperation

- Alliance at local, national, regional and international level

- Farmers’ Exchange

- Awareness Building

- Lobbying and advocacy

- Research and finding

- Training

- Capacity building

- Mobilization of some 10,000 organizations

- People’s caravan on food sovereignty

Campaigns

- Campaign for Comprehensive Agrarian Reforms

- Campaign against WTO in Agriculture

- Campaign against Genetic Engineering

- Campaign for Safe Food

- Campaign against market-led land reforms

- Campaign against Chemical fertilizers and Pesticides

- Campaign for Organic Farmers

One single issue identified by this thematic group was ‘Campaign for Agrarian reform’.

c. Labour rights

The main points discussed were:

- All government should set aside resource for the social protection of labor

- Labour thematic group will work together for the rights of migrant laborers and demand
their protection

- All South Asian countries should implant core labor rights and allow trade union activities
without hindrance

- Labour thematic group expressed its solidarity with Bangladeshi labour/trade unions
where trade union activities have been curtailed. They also demanded immediate lifting of
ban of trade union activities.

- Labour is the worst victim of neo liberal agenda which is resulting in increasing
unemployment and underemployment.

- Challenge the neo liberal agenda by working unitedly
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- To work together for gender equality in employment, wages and work place conditions

- To work together to abolish child labor and bonded labor in South Asia.

The Labour rights thematic group agreed to work on a joint campaign ‘Analysis and research
paper on Labour.’

d. Democracy and Just Governance

The thematic workshop on “Democracy and Just Governance” discussed and took note of the
following phenomenon and disturbing facts:

- The condition of Bhutanese refugees

- Subversion of democratic elections by the caretaker government

- The re-intensification of oppressive war by the Sri Lankan state.

- The challenges of overthrowing monarchy and building a democratic republic in Nepal

- The intensifying social crisis and the need for democratic intervention in order to tackle it.

- The meeting agreed that democracy and democratic practices are essential pre-
conditions for human and social well being and hence, under constraints and serious
attempts to subvert democracy in South Asia, there is not only an urgent necessity to
uphold democracy but to redefine, expand and intensify it both in theory and in practice. 

The meeting also agreed to campaign on the issue of ‘Debt, Democracy and Governance.’

Participants of democratic and just governance thematic workshop
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e. Peace, Justice and Demilitarization

The main points discussed during the workshop were:

- Reduce the military and other conflict in this region

- Reduce the military budget at least by 10% every year and divert this financial resource
to social security programs like health, education and poverty eradication.

- Through these campaign activities, establish link between civil society organizations,
NGOs, social movement and pressurize countries in South Asia to establish peace and
social harmony. 

- Campaign should also focus on establishing South Asian People’s tribunal to address
specific issues of conflict in South Asia   

This group decided 'Religious fundamentalism' as a common theme.   

Floor discussion

These are the suggestions that came from the floor for different thematic groups.

- All thematic groups were requested to address the issue of women.

- Gender group should address the issue of domestic violence.

- Food Sovereignty group should include issues like climate change and the way it affects
the agricultural growth. Also, issues like global warming, glaciers melting, alternative
energies, deforestation, affect of food production in IBPN, decline of global food
production, MNC contaminating seeds and its effect on farmer, depletion of oil reserves
and GMO food, displacement of farmers. All countries must ratify ILO 169 convention.

- Peace, Justice and Demilitarization theme should include issues like religious
fundamentalism both Muslim and Hindu, terrorism, land mines and arms, behaviour of
donors in country strategic papers.

- Democracy and Just Governance group were suggested to plan a charter for democracy
for South Asia with emphasis on Sri Lankan democracy.

- Labour rights group were asked to give emphasis on Social security of labourers and to
establish basic rights of migrant labourers in the globalised world. There should be country
specific labour laws and ordinance. The labourers must have the right to bargain and
freedom. All countries must ratify ILO 111 convention. The issue of women’s right in labour
must be highlighted too.

- Prof Babu Mathew said that the participants get hyper when are at SAAPE and they
hibernate when they go back to their respective countries. Each thematic group is busy
with one issue or theme. We should be united in common campaign. 

- AGM should end by agreeing on one common theme before declaration.

3.4. Session 4 - Review and Planning Plenary

Mr. Sarba Raj Khadka, Ms. Prajeena Karmacharya and Ms. Rachita Sharma presented a
progress report and plan from the Regional Secretariat (for details, please see Annex 2). 
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Floor discussion

During the discussion the audience made some important observations. They said that there
should be one major campaign issue for the whole region. Some said that issues like social
security fund, religious fundamentalism, demilitarization, environmental topic like depletion of
Himalayan resources, Food sovereignty, should be given space in the discussions while
some suggested that there should one general theme which will link all thematic issues.
Some others said that Bhutanese refugee problem should be given importance. Many from
the audience believed that there should be one major campaign for the entire region, an
integrated kind of slogan encompassing many issues with slogans like ‘Survival and well
being of People in South Asia’, ‘Peace democracy and fundamentalism in South Asia’,
‘Dignified and safe life of poor’, ‘Let us push hunger towards zero’ or ‘Home and dignity to All’,
‘South Asia free from Exploitation’ or ‘Protection of people of South Asia’. They suggested that
the theme should be broad and bring all dimensions including gender. 

Other suggestions were that SAAPE should make AGM a smaller event and its milestones
should be clear.

3.5 Session 5- Presentation and Adoption of the Communiqué 

A Sixteen point SAAPE communiqué was drafted by a team of three namely Prof. Babu
Mathew, Mr. Ajit Muricken and Ms. Zakia Jowher that were selected from among the AGM
participants. The draft of the communiqué was presented to the plenary and discussed for
agreement to be materialised (see Annex 6 for detail communiqué).

Floor discussion on the communiqué 

During the discussion the participants added some more vivid issues like demilitarization,
denuclearization, and campaign to stop war to be added in the communiqué. Some said that
gender should be the cross cutting issue and should include especially the political
participation of women. While the others said that committee should focus on how to mobilize
people and gather their support for SAAPE movement. 

Some remarks and observations on the communiqué are 

- People’s SAARC and campaigns like that should be extended to other South Asian
countries, for example Maldives for the following year

- There was not enough discussion on eradication of poverty

- This was a traditional workshop with time limitations

- There should be coordination between the participants after they go back to their
respective countries.

- SAAPE should take one country specific issue to advocate, like Bhutanese refugee issue.

- Issues such as global warming should be given space

- Environment and poverty can be linked together and be discussed upon

- There should be minimization of cost by organizing AGM in simple halls rather than five
star hotels

- There should be methodology of measuring SAAPE’s successes and failures
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- The composition of delegation should be all encompassing like similar number of
participants from gender, ethnicity and nationalities.

Responses

According to Mr. Arjun Karki, the cost is almost the same in Kathmandu whether the SAAPE
organizes AGM in the five star hotels or halls. He further added that SAAPE campaign is for
policy advocacy and research and this is not a project for development. This is a campaign
initiated to bring people of this region close to devise strategy to fight the root causes of
poverty. There are two core committee meetings every year for monitoring and assessment.
Mr. Karki clarified that the role of SAAPE Secretariat is that to facilitate and the Secretariat is
now regionalized in the sense that each thematic representative would come and work in the
Secretariat on a rotation basis. It was also added that depending upon the membership and
contribution, there will be 50% women’s participation in the AGMs from now onwards. 

Thematic Group Representatives’ view on SAAPE AGM and the Communiqué 

- Careful planning and presentation must come from all thematic groups so that there is an
understanding of the alliance.

- Country situation must be presented in a written form and the problems of the region
should be highlighted

- There should be continuity of same people in the AGM, as there are new faces every year.

- SAAPE’s goal and vision should be clear

- Issue of women must be highlighted

- South Asian Trade Union activities must be given space

- There should be more sharing of information and achievements

- SAAPE should be critical of its failures

- The problems must be identified and a concrete action plan for SAAPE is required

- There must be a broader alliance to fight neo liberalism in South Asia. It should be local,
national, regional and international.

3.6 Session 6 - Closing Session

Mr. Arjun Karki moderated the closing session. In the closing session, Mr. Karki said that the
Secretariat is not SAAPE but delegates and focal groups are SAAPE and that SAAPE is
critical of its failures. He even said that SAAPE would create an environment for 50% of
women to lead the movement. SAAPE will mobilize people along the line of caste, ethnicity
and gender. He said that a chair of SAAPE must be elected soon. He concluded by saying
that members of SAAPE must work towards giving political leadership to SAAPE. He thanked
the distinguished participants for their contributions in the discussion.
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Annex 1: 

A Talk Programme on Nepal (organised as a side event of the AGM)

A talk Programme on 'Conflict Transformation, Political Stability and Poverty in Nepal'
was held in 29th July 2007 to provide glimpses to the international participants about the
present situation of Nepal. The speakers comprised of lawyer, journalist and human rights
defenders of Nepal.

Ms. Sapana Pradhan Malla, a lawyer and a civil society leader, presented a paper on peace
and democratization. She stated that we cannot have democracy without being inclusive or
hearing the voices of the marginalized groups. Also, we cannot achieve sustainable peace
without addressing the root cause. 

She further added that there is a denial of participatory System in Nepal. Everything is party
oriented. She pointed out that in Nepal the parties themselves are undemocratic. In Nepal
democracy is for the parties, to the parties by the parties rather than to the people by the
people for the people. 

The positive signs according to her are the Gender equality amendment act and the
Trafficking act, which has been passed. She said that just having the law is not enough, it is
important for women to have practical realizations of their own rights. She concluded by
saying that there is a need of paradigm shift in Nepal. 

Mr. C. K. Lal, a columnist in leading Nepalese weeklies and journals talked about the overall
conflict transformation political instability and poverty in Nepal. Understanding and
responding to poverty is an important issue when talking about the political transformation or
political stability. The real face of poverty is more than hunger and humiliation. It is the
impossible choices that the poor has to face. He talked about numerous crisis that we face in
Nepal at present. 

Prof. Kapil Shrestha, a senior human rights defender, talked about the challenges facing
Nepal. He said that the challenge is to make our democratization process effective and make
our positive transformation into a genuinely inclusive democracy. He pointed out that our
government is weak, unstable and dysfunctional. 

Institutionalize peace and reconciliation in our country, the need to consolidate inclusive
democracy and the need to build human rights culture were considered by him as three
important challenges that Nepal is facing currently. Unless human rights culture is built, no
amount of democracy is going to make any sense. We need to rise above the power
dynamics. He concluded by saying that we need an over arching vision, sincerity, political will,
and ability to make consensus among political parties. However, optimistically, he mentioned
that we have the capacity and vision and the courage to meet our challenge.

Mr. Bishnu Pukar Shrestha, chairman of Campaign for Human Rights and Social
Transformation Nepal, shared his thoughts on peace process and challenges faced by Nepal
at present. He talked about the agenda raised by the people’s movement. He pointed out
where we (meaning the Nepalese decision makers) went wrong. He said that the peace
process is not going forward because the other political parties in the alliance and the CPN
(Maoist) do not share one vision about the state formation. Also, there is a lack of trust
between the parties and too much of international interference. 
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Floor Discussion

There were lots of interesting queries from participants in the topic like India’s role in Nepal,
civil society’s role in the Constituent Assembly elections, army’s role at this juncture, and state
power with an old order. One of the important point that came out of the discussion was that
political parties are focusing too much on monarchy and Nepal should be looking into other
deeper issues such as economic, social and cultural rights of the people. The other important
issues that came during the discussions was the need for inclusive democracy, Constituent
Assembly polls, and the peace process being Kathmandu centric. There is a need for political
parties and the Maoists to come to an understanding as it is important for the  peace process
in Nepal’s statecraft. The positive thing about Nepal is its vibrant media, the powerful
networks of the activists, and the awareness of the people.

Mr. C. K. Lal responded to the query about India's role in Nepal. He said that India’s interest
is strategic; it uses Nepal’s resources to its own advantage and disadvantage of Nepal and
sadly the Nepalese government dances to India’s tune. He also mentioned that the behaviour
of the Nepal's army is unpredictable. The Nepalese people have hopes and faith in their
political party leaders despite of several inadequacies as there is no other choice.

Panel discussants of the talk programme on Nepal 
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Annex 2: 

SAAPE's Brief Progress Report 2006-2007 
(Part of the Secretariat Report)

South Asia Alliance for Poverty Eradication (SAAPE)
Regional Secretariat, Kathmandu, Nepal

The major activities of SAAPE are mainly undertaken by the respective thematic groups at
both regional and local levels, whereas, the Regional Secretariat is to facilitate the
implementation of such activities along with undertaking some administrative operations. This
report provides a brief glimpse of the activities undertaken by the secretariat during the period
from 2nd General Assembly (2-3 July 2006) till July this year.

1. General Administration Facilitated by the Regional Secretariat including Annual
General Meetings and Assemblies

Annual general meeting 

The annual general meeting of 2007 was originally scheduled for June 2007, but it was
revised by the meeting of May 3-4, 2007 to organise in the last week of July 2007. Therefore,
this meeting is being organised from 29 to 30 July in Lalitpur, Nepal. Several thematic
workshops and conferences are also planned to be organised immediately after the AGM. 

The theme of this year’s AGM is “Poverty Eradication by Strengthening Struggles for Peace,
Justice and Food Sovereignty in South Asia”. It is being participated by above 64 international
delegates and about the same number of host country delegates. 

A talk programme on ‘Conflict transformation, political stability and poverty in Nepal’ as a side
event of the AGM is also being organised during this AGM. The envisaged purpose of this
event is to inform the international delegates on Nepal’s conflict transformation process and
progress so far and its possible impact on political stability and poverty. 

Web-site design, development, hosting and maintenance

The SAAPE website at http://www.saape.org.np, which was developed some years back, has
been maintained and linked to websites of some other partners. 

1.3 Database and information sharing for resource development

It is ongoing and needs more information/input from thematic focal organisations. Efforts are
made to receive constructive feedback from the country groups as well. Some of such
information is put in the website.

Communication and coordination (e-mail, list-serve, telephone, etc.)

The SAAPE regional secretariat has been continuously maintaining coordination through
communication with its members and other partners by way of making use of e-mails, SAAPE
group list serve, telephone, fax and skype. The main purposes of such communications were
to establish effective coordination, share progress on activities, inform about SAAPE events,
receive feedbacks, circulate press statements on issues pertinent to SAAPE movements, etc. 
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Participation in regional and international meetings, conferences and seminars related
to the priority issues of SAAPE

The regional coordinator and some staff members based in the regional secretariat have
participated in different international meetings, some of which are as follows;

- SAAPE Secretariat participated in the Peace Festival organised by Vikas Adhyan Kendra
(VAK) in Mumbai. Mr. Arjun Karki, Regional Coordinator from SAAPE Secretariat,
participated in this programme.

- SAAPE Secretariat and RRN organized a peace education national workshop in
collaboration with the Kathmandu University, in September 2006 in Kathmandu, Nepal.

- SAAPE Secretariat participated in the Rashtriya Krishi Mela (National agriculture fair) in
Kathmandu and displayed/ distributed some of its publications. This fair was organised by
ANPA, one of the 3 regional thematic focal points on food sovereignty, livelihood and
employment.

- Conference on international financing for development, 13-17 July 2007, Bangkok.
Participated by Mr. Rishi Adhikari and Ms. Prajeena Karmacharya. It was jointly oranised
by Jubilee South/APMDD and Focus on the Global South. Although this conference was
originally planned for June, it was deferred to July

- The Migration and Development Conference, scheduled to be organised in June, at
Brussels was planned to be attended by one member of SAAPE, but due to unknown
reason, it has been postponed. 

- The GMO/GE Workshop originally planned to be organised in Hyderabad has been
postponed on reasons of visa issuance problems for some expected participants from the
region. It was planned for May but deferred and the location was also changed from
Hyderabad to Kathmandu. This is being organised after AGM which will be participated by
2 secretariat staff.

- Asia Regional Conference on Labour Rights and Privatisation was participated by five
members of the SAAPE network. It was organised in Pattaya of Thailand from 8 to 12 July,
2007. The participants included Bidur Karki and Rukmani Shahi (GEFONT), Sujita Shakya
(ANWA), Shanti Adhikari (HR Alliance) and Badri Chapagai (trade union). 

Participation in capacity building programme by Secretariat staff and communication
officers

One secretariat staff has taken report writing training of 7 days duration. One more staff would
be taking training on presentation and facilitation skills. Due to some practical reasons, the
communication officers based in the countries could not be part of this programme so far.

Organisation of Core Committee meetings and strategic planning workshops

After the formation of Core Committee (CC) with the purpose of giving political
direction/leadership, the meeting of the CC had taken place in 4 different dates. The first
meeting took place in August 2006 in Colombo. Some major decisions taken at this meeting
are;

1. Themes

Some themes have been modified according to the required work area of SAAPE. Therefore
the following are the new themes:
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a.  Food Sovereignty, Livelihood and Employment

b.  Gender

c.  Just and Democratic Governance

d.  Labour Rights

e.  Peace, Justice and Demilitarization

2. Regional Thematic Focal Point

The Thematic Focal Point would be the following:

a) Food Sovereignty, Livelihood and Employment – MONLAR (Sri Lanka), ANPA (Nepal) and
CWS (Hyderabad, India)

b) Gender – Bangladesh Nari Progati Sangh (BNPS-Bangladesh)

c) Just and Democratic Governance – VAK (India)

d) Labour Rights – PILER (Pakistan)

e) Peace, Justice and Demilitarization- Human Rights Alliance (Nepal)

3. Position Papers

- MONLAR, Sri Lanka, in coordination with other members, agreed to come up with a
position paper on Food Sovereignty, Livelihood and  Employment within 15th October
2006.

- BNPS, Bangladesh agreed to come up with a position paper on Gender within 15th
February 2007. 

- The completion date of the position paper to be decided after consultation with VAK

- PILER, Pakistan agreed to come up with the position paper on Labour Rights within 15th
November 2006.

- Human Rights Alliance, Nepal agreed to come up with a position paper on Peace and
Demilitarization within 15th December 2006.

4. SAAPE Work Plan 2006-2007

Regional thematic focal points agreed to discuss with the country thematic focal organizations
to come up with the work plan of 2006-2007 by 25th August 2006. This work plan would be
compiled and finalized by the secretariat within 30th August 2006.

5. SAAPE Milestones

Milestones are to be discussed with the Communication Officers and it has to be
communicated to the SAAPE Secretariat by 25th August 2006. Both the Communication
Officer and the SAAPE Secretariat are to work on the milestones.
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6. Poverty Watch Report 2006

Poverty report is on its final stage therefore before printing, it was agreed that the draft report
would be in the RRN website, www.rrn.org.np, where all the core committee would make
correction and comments within 31st August, 2006. By then, if there are no corrections then
it would be taken as final draft. After which the report will be printed/published.

7. Strategy for mobilization and engagement

a) Platform politics and SAAPE’s active engagement strategy

The concept of “platform politics” was shared and discussed which is seen to be an
emerging principle into play nowadays. The attributes of a larger commonality of cause,
inclusiveness, diversity and basically a pro-poor and pro-people perspective in case of a
“platform” as opposed to “space” makes platform politics more effective and successful as
seen in the cases of the WSF, People’s Caravan, Nepal’s Jana Aandolan II and People’s
Commission on post tsunami reconstruction in Sri Lanka. SAAPE should therefore engage
itself along these lines to take the shape of a truly people’s alliance and thus make a
difference.

b) Linking up with networks/alliances at local, regional and international levels

It was agreed by all that the foremost challenge still for SAAPE is to link up with people’s
movements. The SAAPE constituency now is largely NGOs and less of social movements
and community-based organizations. It was recognized that SAAPE’s thematic activities
could truly facilitate and create the alliance building and networking that SAAPE is lacking as
of now. 

c) Mobilization for and engagement with the SAARC, WSF and similar other platforms 

It was agreed that SAAPE would actively engage itself with the various people’s events
coming up in the current year. This in turn would raise the visibility and profile of the alliance.

8. Membership of SAAPE

Membership would be given to all organizations and networks which agree on common
minimum principles of SAAPE, serve the purpose of this network and add values to the work
taken up by it in order to promote and expand the network.

9. Communication Officers

A committee consisting Mr. Sarath Fernando (coordinator) Ms. Rukmini Rao (member) and
Mr. Sarba Raj Khadka (member) has been formed in order to come up with a suitable title
and TOR for the Communication Officers within 25th August 2006.

10. Publication and documentation

It was agreed that SAAPE work would now give more importance and attention to
documentation and publication of its works. 

11. Other miscellaneous issues of importance 
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- Issues such as Child Health and Education would not be taken up as a different theme but
it would be included in all the thematic position papers.

- National level work would be transferred at a regional level.

- NGO Federation will now be the focal point in Maldives (which was in the process of
organising then).

- Proceeding of the Core Committee meeting would be circulated by 25th August 2006.

- The Core Committee would meet after the People’s SAARC (tentatively).

Although it was decided to hold the CC meeting after the people’s SAARC event, due to some
urgent reason (particularly to discuss the Work Plan 2006-2008) the second meeting of the
CC was organised in Bangalore in December 2006. Some of the major discussion and
decisions taken at this meeting are;

1. Strengthening Thematic Groups

The programmatic focus would be:

- Strengthening regional thematic focal points and leadership at regional level

- Grounding regional level initiatives at the national level with regional leadership guiding
the national campaigns, thereby retaining the regional character of SAAPE

The Committee discussed on ways the regional character and thematic focus could be
emphasised and decided to:

- Strengthen thematic focal point - if gender is the thematic focus, they should have the
liberty to establish contact with other groups and work with them. A copy of
communications should be marked to the SAAPE Communication Officers (or any other
name assigned to them) based in all the countries. Shobha mentioned views expressed
by women’s movements in Pakistan that they could not participate in SAAPE events, as
there were no invitations forthcoming from the country task force.

- Members may inform the thematic focal points of individuals/ organisations interested in
participating in SAAPE events.

- SAAPE members/thematic groups should send their organisational work plans to SAAPE.
It will enable the Core Committee to see countries working on similar or emerging themes
and strategise to bring them together at the regional level. This will help in cross-
pollination. This would also enable cost sharing and possible fundraising.

2. Work Plans, Milestones and Budgets for 2006-2007

Upon the realisation by the members as well as receiving suggestions from the funding
partners to have more detailed national/local level activities linked to the regional focus, some
of the activities of regional significance by the thematic groups were discussed and decided.
For example, 

Gender Theme

Regional programmes of women, serious women’s issues and campaign around Political and
social empowerment - One major campaign, one major programme
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Just and Democratic Governance Theme

- Training programme

- Youth parliament

- Youth politicians training on transparency

3. Mobilisation 

The Core Committee affirmed the need to strengthen the membership of SAAPE. At present,
there are no other international networks like SAAPE based on mass organisations.
Expanding the mass based character of SAAPE will strengthen the notion of leadership from
below and enable a collective leadership that reflects both regional priorities as well as
national concerns. 

The Committee outlined a series of steps that would encourage increased membership.

- Active attempts to be made by each country based lead member organisations and
thematic focal groups to increase the membership of SAAPE. 

- Respect diversity, encourage different kinds of organisations and members in different
thematic groups

- Encourage institutions to represent SAAPE’s interests during delegations - demand a lot
more from people when sending them on delegation

- Promote SAAPE – encourage members to talk about SAAPE when we introduce
ourselves. 

- Look at promoting SAAPE from additional fund raising and public policy image of SAAPE

- Introduce SAAPE cards for members to promote SAAPE. Anyone introducing, visiting,
active on platforms, part of delegations to be encouraged to speak about SAAPE. If an EU
Member of Parliament wants an opinion on poverty, they should be able to contact SAAPE
straightaway. 

- SAAPE members – most are members of alliances; for instance ANWA has more than 400
member organisations covering 6 million people. 

4. Building Alliances with other Civil Society Partners

Policy Guidelines:

To maintain the SAAPE platform, there must be a common minimum programme (CMP) and
minimum organisational principles for SAAPE that has the consensus of the core committee.
A four member task force shall draft a CMP and circulate it for comments. 
Organisations shall have the freedom to be part of alliances in their individual capacity.
It is possible for SAAPE to maintain selective contact with European civil society partners.

Action Point

A task force comprising Sandeep, Babu, Shobha and Sarba to draft CMP for SAAPE and
circulate to other members for comments, suggestions and endorsement. Sandeep would
draft it first and sendto other members for their necessary feedback. 
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5. Peoples’ SAARC 2007

Policy Guidelines:

- SAAPE shall work towards People’s SAARC to be held at Kathmandu, Nepal in the last
week of March, 2007 

- SAAPE will welcome like minded organisations that subscribe to SAAPE politics and
agree to work wholeheartedly for the People’s SAARC. 

- Two kinds of preparatory activities will be planned – one at the national level and one at
the international level. 

- The number of organisations for the Preparatory Committee for People’s SAARC in each
member country will depend on the country, the motto being sufficient plurality and
manageable numbers. There is an insistence on many organisations – it should not
become the monopoly of one organisation. At least 12-15 people at the country level
would be desirable for the first meeting.

- SAARC Position Paper – A Political Analysis An overarching political analysis of where we
are headed on the regional issues in contemporary times, based on the poverty document,
stretching the debate to income deprivation, the issue of poverty, women’s position,
employment, migration, growing immiserisation and vulnerability because of state
inaction, constituencies of women’s participation, democratic systems, the issue of energy
and climate change, etc. Can we have a concept of what it means to be a citizen of South
Asia? Can South Asia valorise on its strengths and its potential gains on what is the
present international regime and what is the SAARC response to north south
engagement? What should be the terms of our negotiations? As peoples groups, can we
at the end of the day draw up some non-negotiable of SAARC for SAARC people? 

Action Point

Mr. Sandeep Pendse to write and forward to Shobha the concept, which will be forwarded to
secretariat for wider circulation and feedback

6. Grammar on Development Discourse – A Political Statement 

While on the subject of MDGs, Shobha felt that the development grammar is getting
depoliticised and in this context suggested that a short document could be written, not so
much a policy document but a viewpoint, where the extraordinary diversity of opinion is
brought out regarding dialogue with international funding partners; where Southaid agrees to
the diversity and where it chooses not to; defined by SAAPE’s total commitment to the rights
of the people living in poverty. A document of political vision would also formally record how
we look at globalisation, international civil society, struggles at the national level, local level
and sovereignty of national governments and movements themselves. There is a wealth of
movement leaders in SAAPE’s membership, but their voices need to be carried with policy. It
will also underscore the very significant commitments SAAPE has made with committed
south organisations. We should stand by these commitments because if we don’t, we will lose
out on the debate on real globalisation threats. 

It was decided that Shobha, Sandeep, Sarba and Babu would work on this document. Inputs
from the country level would be important, so the people writing would have to be in active
touch with the field. 
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Action Points

- Sandeep to work on the structural framework 

- Shobha, Sarba, Sandeep and Babu would write the document 

- TFOs and FOs to ensure that their agenda is clear and included       

- Core Committee to take responsibility for finalising document with each country’s inputs    

7. Analysis of Root Causes of Poverty 

What are the foundational aspects of a poverty eradication position that we can take on the
growing immiserisation of women in South Asia region and the issue of hard, chronic and
persistent poverty, growing powerlessness coming together in one of the most explosive
situations? SAAPE can build a serious enquiry into it with a paper from each country giving
their context with an overarching paper by someone whom every grassroots activist can
identify – looking at the poverty in different countries and looking at caste, class and gender
issues. It could also look at the governance angle – may be reservations – not looking at
women’s position and condition in society from the terms of one ministry but from every one
of the line ministries on a subject like railways, toilet facilities for women in railways,
responding to issues we are talking about on budget access and the state’s responsibility of
the situation thereby making a serious set of demands.

Action Points

- Any writings / papers already with countries on this, to forward to Secretariat 

- Secretariat would compile the work 

The Third was organised in Kathmandu in March 2007 where no in depth discussion and
decisions were made. The fourth CC meeting was organised in July 27-28, 2007, just before
this AGM. Several of the strategic interests of the SAAPE movement were discussed and
decided during these meetings (reports and minutes of these meetings are available online
in SAAPE website). Some of the major decisions taken at the core committee meeting of 27-
28 July 2007 are as follow. 

1. Make AGM a smaller event of about 20 delegates only 

2. Recruit full time coordinator, exclusively for SAAPE, after January 2008

3. Recruit full time communication officers to work as an extended arm of the the Regional
Secretariat and station them to RTFOs

4. Kathmandu is the best place for the Secretariat, so must not be changed.

5. Core committee meetings to be held twice a year, excluding the AGM.

6. Membership to be based on the themes and not country focused as there is no country
focal point any more. RTFOs to be empowered to take new members.

7. For the wider dissemination of national issues to the region, firstly RTFOs should send
the materials to the Secretariat and then the Secretariat will facilitate for further required
work.

8. Inter country-thematic assembly will take place every year, participated by members of
the given theme. These assemblies are to be organised by RTFOs, facilitated by the
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Regional Secretariat

9. SAAPE has to be registered and accredited to the SAARC Secretariat. The Regional
Secretariat would take this initiative. It also needs to have SAAPE statute before getting
it registered to the appropriate authority, so get help of competent members 

10. The Communication Officers based at the RTFOs may be assigned to work at the
Secretariat for three months on a rotation basis, to help the Secretariat and get
acquainted with the SAAPE work. It can be taken as an internship at the Secretariat.

11. It was decided to continue the People’s SAARC initiatives. For the facilitation of
necessary preparations for 2008 People’s SAARC, a preparatory committee of the
volunteers has been formed comprising of Mr. Karamat Ali, Mr. Mohiuddin Ahmad, Mr.
Mohamed Zuhair, Mr. Babu Mathew, Ms. Rokeya Kabir, and two persons from the SAAPE
Regional secretariat. The preparations should start well in advance and the People’s
SAARC process/event must be as inclusive as possible

12. The preparatory meeting of this committee for People’s SAARC 2008 should be
organised two-three months prior to the People’s SAARC 2008 event.

13. SAAPE also has to be engaged in the specific country process of peace initiatives
therefore, a specific task force has been constituted to conceptualise the idea of SAAPE’s
engagement. For this purpose, decisions were made that Concept Papers for each of the
country need to be prepared as follows;

a. For Sri Lanka – Mr. Karamat Ali supported by Prof. Babu Mathew 

b. For Pakistan – Mr. Mohiuddin Ahmad, 

c. For Bangladesh – Ms. Zakia Jowher, 

d. For Bhutan – Mr. Ajit Muricken and Mr. Sandeep Pendse 

These concepts should be developed within 2 weeks time from now (i.e., within 15th of August
2007) and circulated for feedbacks, suggestions and actions. 

14. Almost all the political decisions regarding specific SAAPE themes should be made by
the given RTFOs in consultation with their respective members. The Regional Secretariat
should play the role of the facilitator. 

15. Each thematic group should undertake at least one campaign of regional significance. It
needed to be linked with the country issues to make it locally as well as regionally
significant.

16. Tentative date and venue of the next Core Committee meeting is - January 2008 in
Maldives (prior to the official SAARC event).

The above decisions of the Core Committee meeting are put here at the AGM for necessary
discussion and endorsement.

2.0 Organisation of other logistics supports training, PME and contingencies

Training and establishment of monitoring and evaluation system was planned for this
reporting period but only in house training for some of the secretariat staff could be availed.
Logistical supports to the regional thematic groups upon request were also provided,
particularly on maters of organising specific events of regional level. Such events were
organised by food sovereignty, livelihood and employment thematic group, gender thematic
group, peace, justice and demilitarization thematic group and just and democratic
governance thematic group. 
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The reports received from different thematic groups were also edited and circulated to other
members of the groups. 

3.0 Engagement in regional level works including to SAARC, WSF and other
conferences

SAAPE delegates have been engaged in different regional as well as international campaigns
to influence anti people strategies and policies of the national governments and their
intergovernmental bodies. Such campaigns included those organised by SAAPE as well as
the others where SAAPE delegates had played influential roles. 

3.1 Organising People’s SAARC and Related Activities

Peoples' SAARC was organized in Kathmandu from 23 to 25 March, 2007 in which SAAPE
was the only regional network involved as organisers. The other networks involved in
organising People’s SAARC included Nepali civil society alliances. The main purpose of this
event was to mobilise significant mass of people to influence the SAARC and its member
states to devise policies that are targeted to reduce poverty, eliminate exploitation and
exclusion, and safeguard human rights of the people for their dignified living. It was
participated by huge number civil society groups from all the countries of the region and pro-
people political leaders. Various plenary sessions and thematic conferences were organised
over the period of three days. The outcomes of these events was shared public in
Kathmandu, New Delhi, Colombo and other parts of South Asia just before the 14th Official
SAARC Summit that took place in New Delhi on 3-4 of April 2007. (The report is also available
online in SAAPE website).

3.2 Participate in World Social Forum (WSF)

The WSF convened in Nairobi of Kenya between 20 and 25 Jan 2007 was participated by a
number of SAAPE delegates where different events of SAAPE’s interest were organised. The
events where SAAPE delegates presented the SAAPE specific issues are;

a) Conference on European Aid to Asia and Latin America: Imposed Development and
Governance

b) Conference on Debt, Poverty and Governance

c) Debt, Privatization of Basic Services, and the Role of IFIs

d) Human Rights and Poverty: the Economic, Social and Cultural Rights Perspective

POVERTY IN SOUTH ASIA 2006: CIVIL SOCIETY CONCERNS (The SAAPE Poverty Report
2006) was also publicly released in each of these events. 

3.3 Nepal: Looking beyond Kathmandu – Challenges and Opportunities for Peace-
Building from Below

The above conference held in 20 April in Brussels, Belgium, examined how the situation of
poorest Nepalese living in the remote rural areas be improved as part of efforts to ensure the
peace agreement does not break down and the regained democracy of 2006 April is
sustained. This conference was jointly organised by SAAPE, ICCO, Kerk in Actie and Plan
Netherlands in cooperation with EEPA, crisis management initiative and Hivos. It was well
participated by members from the European Commission (EC), the Council, the European
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Parliament (EP), various interest groups and I/NGOs as well as three prominent civil society
members from the field of human rights in Nepal, namely; Bijay Raj Gautam, Director of
Informal Sector Service Centre (INSEC); Gauri Pradhan, President of the Human Rights
Alliance (HRA) and Renu Raj Bhandari, Chair of the Women's Rehabilitation Centre
(WOREC). "The most burning issues in Nepal of reconstruction, rehabilitation and
reconciliation (RRR); strengthening of democracy, peace and human rights and optimizing
European development programmes” were the key areas of deliberations.

3.4 Participation in the “stand up against poverty” programme 

The members of SAAPE participated in the “Stand up” programme against poverty to attract
urgent attention of the concerned agencies and authorities to act as per their commitments
to meet the goal of poverty reduction mentioned in the Millennium Declaration 2000. 

Coincidently, the “stand up” programme planned for 16 October, which was also the World
Food Day (Oct 16), happened to be on the eve of the International Day for the Eradication of
Poverty. Therefore, different country groups of SAAPE organised different events in
celebration of the International Day for the Eradication of Poverty on 17th October 2006. The
SAAPE Secretariat in Nepal had a very good plan and invited central level leaders of 8 major
political parties to make their commitments public for eradicating poverty by signing on a
piece of cloth in front of the masses. However, the Chamber of Commerce and Industry called
a general strike on the same date opposing some of the decisions of the government. In a
situation of traffic jam, this programme would not materialise as planned, so the Secretariat
convened an emergency meeting and took the decision to advance the programme for the
16th October, which was also the day being celebrated by other groups. A huge mass,
including the politicians, civil society actors and the general public participated in this
gathering shunning the anti people policies responsible for creating and perpetuating poverty
in Nepal and elsewhere in South Asian countries.

4.0 Publication of Regional Poverty Watch Report

“Poverty in South Asia 2006: Civil Society Concerns” was published in December 2006. This
report contains an in depth analysis of some root causes and consequences of poverty,
deprivation, marginalization and violation of human rights and the strategies to overcome
these anomalies. The report is divided into six chapters, five based on SAAPE themes and
one as executive summary. The research reports prepared by the country groups were
merged along the thematic lines and compiled as a regional advocacy tool influencing
government policies. The report can be downloaded from the SAAPE website as well. The
report was produced in 1,000 copies and distributed to different members and other
organisations in SAAPE member countries and beyond.

(NB: The progress reports from the thematic groups were shared by the RTFO designate of
the respective theme, which are briefly included in the main text of this proceedings)
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Annex 3:

AGM Programme Schedule

South Asia Alliance for Poverty Eradication (SAAPE)
Annual General Meeting 2007

29-30 July 
Hotel Himalaya, Lalitpur, Nepal
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S. N. Time Programme 
Day 1 29 July 2007  
0 08:00 Welcome tea/coffee  
1 09:30 Inaugural Session  

 
Moderator:  Mr. Arjun Kumar Karki, Regional Coordinator, SAAPE  
 

•  Welcome and presentation of AGM highlights – Ms. Rachita Sharma 
Dhungel and Ms. Prajeena Karmac harya 

•  Inauguration of the AGM by the Chief Guest, Hon’ble Ms. Sahana 
Pradhan, Minister for Foreign  Affairs of Nepal, by lighting oil lamp on 
a Panas 

•  Sharing by members on SAAPE movement  
- Prof. Babu Mathew  
- Prof. Mathura Shrestha  
- Ms. Rokeya Kabir  
- Mr. Karamat Ali 
- Mr.. Sunil Wijesirivardhena  
- Mr. Rashed Al Mahmud Titumir  
- Ms. Horia Mosadiq  
- Mr. Florent Sebban  
•  Inauguration address by the Chief  Guest  
•  Vote of Thanks and adjournment of session by the Session Chair  
 

2 11:30 Tea/coffee + cookies/cakes  
3  12:00 Session 1 – Plenary on AGM theme  

Moderators: Prof. Babu Mathew and Ms. Rokeya Kabir  
 
Brief presentation by Mr.. Sarba Raj Khadka on the theme and general 
scenario of the region  
 
Panel Presentation and Discussion on Poverty Eradication by Strengthening 
Struggles for Peace, Justice and Food Sovereignty in South Asia  
•  Presentations  

- Prof. Mohiuddin Ahmad (Bangladesh)  
- Mr. Gauri Pradhan (Nepal)  
- Ms. Kalamani (India)  
- Mr. Mohamed Zuhair (Maldives)  
- Ms. Mr. Sayed Ihsanullah Dileri (Afghanistan)  
- Mr. Zulfiqar Shah (Pakista n) 
- Mr.. DNS Dhakal (Bhutan)  
- Mr Freddie Chirsto Gamage (Sri Lanka)  
- Ms. Prerna Bomzan (EUROSTEP/EEPA)  
 

•  Floor discussion  
•  Formation of declaration drafting committee*  
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S. N. Time Programme 
5  15:00 Session 2 – Thematic Workshops  

 
Theme wise workshops to review, revise and plan  

- Gender 
- Food sovereignty, livelihood and employment  
- Just and democratic governance  
- Labour rights  
- Peace, justice and demilitarization  

(Each worksho p group will select a moderator and a Rapporteurs to 
systematize the workshop proceedings)  

6 17:00 Tea/coffee  
7 17:30 Session 3 – Thematic Plenary  

 
Presentation of the workshop report to the plenary (major highlights only)  
Moderators: Mr. Karamat Ali and  Ms. Horia Mosadiq  

- Gender 
- Food sovereignty, livelihood and employment  
- Just and democratic governance  
- Labour rights  
- Peace, justice and demilitarization  

 
•  Floor discussion  

8  19:00 Dinner reception along with cultural programme at the AGM venue  
 20:30 Meeting of declaration drafting committee at the AGM venue  
 Day 2  30 July 2007  
4 09:00 Session 3 – Thematic Plenary (presentation of review and plans)  

 
Presentation of the workshop report to the plenary (major highlights only)  
 
Moderators: Mr. Karamat Ali  a nd Ms. Horia Mosadiq  
 

- Gender 
- Food sovereignty, livelihood and employment  
- Just and democratic governance  
- Labour rights  
- Peace, justice and demilitarization  

 
•  Floor discussion  

 11:00 Tea/coffee  
5 11:30 Session 4 – Review and Planning Plenary  

 
Moderators: Pro f. Mohiuddin Ahmad and Ms. Kalamani  
 

- Progress report and plan by Regional Secretariat (Mr.. Sarba Raj 
Khadka, Ms. Rachita Sharma and Ms. Prajeena Karmacharya)  

- Floor discussion and adoption of the report and plan  
 
 

 14:00 Lunch  
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S. N. Time Programme 
6  15:00 Session -5 Closing Session  

 
Moderator: Mr.. Arjun Karki  
 

- Presentation (by Sushovan Dhar), discussion and adoption of the 
communiqué  

- Energizing songs  
 
Concluding remarks by:  
 

- Mr.. Sandeep Pendse  
- Ms. Shanti Adhikari  
- Ms. Rokeya Kabir  
- Mr. Zulfiqar Shah  
- Mr. Prem Dangal  
- Vote of thanks and closing of the AGM 2007  

 16:00 Tea/coffee  
 
* Declaration drafting committee comprised of Prof. Babu Mathew, Mr. Ajit Muricken and  
  Ms. Zakia Jowher select from among the AGM participants  
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Annex 4: 

List of Participants

SAAPE AGM 2007
July 29-30, 2007, Hotel Himalaya, Lalitpur, Nepal
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S. No. Name  Organisation  E-mail 
1.  Abdus Samad Bangladesh sayed_jamil@hotmail.com 
2.  Abulkalam Azad  Bangladesh   
3.  Ahmed Asfaru  Juvevsile  duph_1@hotmail.com  
4.  Ajit Muricken  Vikash Adhyan Kendra (VAK), 

Mumbai 
vak@bom3.vsnl.net.in  

5.  Ambika Thapa  GEFONT. Kathmandu, Nepal    
6.  Anjana Shakya  HIMRIGHTS, Lalitpur, Nepal  anjanashakya@gmail.com  
7.  Arjun Kumar Karki  SAAPE/ RRN, Kathmandu, 

Nepal 
akarki@rrn.org.np  

8.  Arpan Gurung  RRN, Kathmandu, Nepal  Arpan@rrn.org.np  
9.  Asha Kaji Maharjan  RRN, Kathmandu, Nepal    
10.  Babu Mathew Action Aid India, New  Delhi   
11.  Balram Baskota  All Nepal Peasants Federation 

(ANPFa), Kathmandu, Nepal  
anpfa@anpfa.org.np  

12.  Belimaiya Ghale  GEFONT, Kathmandu, Nepal    
13.  Bhavanath Dahal   Kathmandu, Nepal  bndahal@enet.org.np  
14.  Bidur Subedi  HR Alliance, Kathmandu, Nepal    
15.  Bimala Rai Poudel  South Asian Institute for 

Development Studies (SAIDS), 
Kathmandu, Nepal  

bimalarp@yahoo.com  

16.  Bishnu Pukar Shrestha   CAHURASTA, Kathmandu, 
Nepal 

  

17.  Bishnu Upreti  NCCR, Lalitpur, Nepal  bupreti@nccr.wlink.com.np  
18.  Cecial Adhikari  LUMANTI, Kathmandu, Nepal  ceadhi@yahoo.com  
19.  D. B. karki  ANPFa, Kathmandu, Nepal    degbkarki@hotmail.com  
20.  D. N. Parajuli  NHRA, Kathmandu, Nepal      
21.  D. N. S. Dhakal  Bhutanese Refugee  deodhakal@yahoo.com  
22.  Deepak Paudel  GEFONT, Kathmandu, Nepal     
23.  Devaki Shrestha  All Nepal Women's Association 

(ANWA) Kathmandu, Nepal   
  

24.  Dharma D. Devkota  ANPFa, Kathmandu, Nepal    d_debkota@yahoo.com  
25.  Dhruv Narayan    
26.  Farooq Tariq  Labour Party of Pakistan (LPP) 

Pakistan 
farooqtariq@hotmail.com  

27.  Florent Sebban  Brussels fsebban@eurostep.org  
28.  Ghanashyam Pandey  Federation of community 

Forestry Users, Nepal 
(FECOFUN) 

pandeygs2002@yahoo.com  

29.  Ghuman Singh  India  
30.  Gilbert Rodrigo  India gvide@vsnl.com  
31.  Gitiara Nasreen  Bangladesh nari Progati 

Sangha (BNPS), Dhak  
Gnasreen@bdonline.com  

32.  Gopal Krishna Siwakoti  HR home, Lalitpur, Nepal  ceasefire_nepal@yahoo.com  
33.  Hari Parajuli  ANPFa, Kathmandu, Nepal   anpfa@anpfa.org.np  
34.  Haridatta Joshi  GEFONT, Kathmandu, Nepal   office@gefont.com  
35.  Hasne Ara Begum BNPS, Bangladesh  saapebd@yahoo.com  
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S. No. Name  Organisation  E-mail 
36.  Horia Mosadiq  Human Rights Research and 

Advocacy Consortium, 
Afghanistan  

horia.mosdiq@afganadvocacy.org.af  

37.  Ijazulla AC Care society  ijazulla@yahoo .com 
38.  Janak Tiwari  People's Voice Forum, Nepal  janakn@yahoo.com  
39.  Jyotsna Tirkey  Action Aid India  cbs_jyotsna@rediffmail.com  
40.  Kalamani  CWS, Hyderabad, India  Kalamani@cwsy.org  
41.  Karamat Ali  Pakistan Institute for Labour, 

Education and Research 
(PILER), Karachi  

piler@cyber.net.pk  

42.  Karma Sherpa  Nomad, Nepal  nomadnepal@wlink.com.np  
43.  Karma Tsheering  UNESCO, Nepal Office    
44.  Katta Swamidas Dalit Saimkya  aardip@yahoo.com  
45.  Keshav lal Shrestha  ANPFa, Kathmandu, Nepal      
46.  Kripa Karki  GEFONT, Kathmandu, Nepal     
47.  Kulraj Ghimire  ANPFa, Kathmandu, Nepal    kulrajghimire@yahoo.com  
48.  Laxmi Dahal  RRN, Kathmandu, Nepal     
49.  Meena Sharma  IHRICON, Kathmandu, Nepal   ihricon@mos.com.np  
50.  Mirza Maqsood  PILER, Pakistan  maqsood970@hotmail.com  
51.  Mohamed Zuhair  Society for Health Education 

(SHE) and Maldives NGO 
Federation, Male  

emzuhairu@yahoo.com  

52.  Mohan Nepal  GEFONT, Kathmandu, Nepal     
53.  Mohan Tamang  Democratic Youth of Bhutan  tamangmohan@hotmail.com  
54.  Mohiuddin Ahmed  CDL, Bangladesh  mohi2005@gmail.com  
55.  Mr.. S. A. Samad  Leo   
56.  Mukunda Kattel  Danida, Kathmandu, Nepal     
57.  Nagendra Khadka   Kathmandu, Nepal     
58.  Naish Hasan  India  
59.  Narendra Rasaily  WI-BDS-MAPS, Lalitpur, Nepal  nkrasaily@yahoo.com  
60.  Netra Prasad Subedi  CIAA, Nepal  netra_subedi2004@yahoo.com  
61.  Netra Raj Paudel  ANPFa, Kathmandu, Nepal      
62.  Nira Giri  Bhutan (refugee camp, Nepal)  niragiri55@yahoo.com  
63.  P. Suria Rajina  APVVU, India  apvvu@sancharnet.in  
64.  Prabina Pradhan  ANPFa, Kathmandu, Nepal    prabina4@yahoo.com  
65.  Prajeena Karmacharya  SAAPE/RRN prajeena@rrn.org.np  
66.  Pralhad Thapa  CECI, Kathmandu, Nepal   prahladt@ceci.org.np  
67.  Prem Krishna Pathak      
68.  Prerna Bomzan  EEPA Brussels, Belgium and 

SAAPE 
pbomzan@eepa.be  

69.  Prodip K. Roy  SUPRO, Bangladesh  prodip@supro.org  
70.  Purnima Bhatt  Metro college    
71.  Qamar Mohyuddin  Lok Sanjh, Pakistan  lok_sanjh@yahoo.com  
72.  Rachana Rasaily  Student, Nepal  msrasaily@yahoo.com  
73.  Rachita Sharma Dhungel  SAAPE-RRN rachita@rrn.org.np  
74.  Radha Tamang   Ministry of Population and 

Health, Government of Nepal  
  

75.  Rajendra Kumar Chhetri     
76.  Ram Bishwa Karma  NCARD, Nepal  ncard@wlink.com.np  
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S. No. Name  Organisation  E-mail 
77.  Ramkant Pandey  Ministry of Environment, 

Science and Technology 
(MoEST), Kathmandu, Nepal  

ramkant@mos.gov.np  

78.  Rashed Al Mahmud TitumAction Aid As ia (based in 
Bangladesh)  

 rashed.titumir@actionaid.org  

79.  Ratna Shobha Maharjan     
80.  Rekha Sharma      
81.  Rishi Adhikari  SAAPE/RRN rishi@rrn.org.np  
82.  Rokeya Kabir  BNPS, Bangladesh   
83.  Sadika Halim  BNPS, Dhaka  saapebd@yahoo.com  
84.  Saiful Huq  BALU shikhahuq111@yahoo.com  
85.  Samina Faid Lok Sanjh, Pakistan  samina_farid@yahoo.com  
86.  Sandeep Pendse  SAAPE-India sandeep.pendse@gmail.com  
87.  Sanjita Koirala  RRN, Kathmandu, Nepal   koirala_san@hotmail.com  
88.  Santi Jirel  GEFONT, Kathmandu, Nepal     
89.  Sarba Raj Khadka  SAAPE/RRN sarba@rrn.org.np  
90.  Sayed Ishanullah 

Dileri 
Afghanistan  sdfkabul@ceretech.com  

91.  Sayed Khadim Ali   PILER, Pakis tan  piler@cyber.net.pk  
92.  Seema Luitel  RRN seema@rrn.org.np  
93.  Shalini Bhutani    
94.  Shanta Lall Mulmi  NGO Federation of Nepal, 

Kathmandu 
s_mulmi@yahoo.com  

95.  Shanti Adhikari  HR Alliance, Kathmandu, Nepal  shantiadk@wlink.com.np  
96.  Sharmila Karki  Jagaran Nepal, Kathmandu  Sharmila@jagarannepal.org  
97.  Shirani Naeem 

Aminath 
 Maldives    

98.  Shiva Kumari Khanal  ANWA, Nepal   
99.  Shobhakar 

Bhudhathoki  
HR Defender, Nepal  peacesb@gmail.com  

100.  Showpoun K Paul  SUPRO, Bangladesh  showpoun_22@yahoo.com  
101.  Shreesti Shakya  Image Channel, Nepal  shreesti.shakya@hotmail.com  
102.  Shrish A Adhikari  RRN sa_292000@yahoo.com  
103.  Shyam Upadhya  RRN shyam@rrn.org.np  
104.  Som Kumar Rai RRN som@rrn.org.np  
105.  Subarna Man Dangol  ANEIA   
106.  Subodh Pyakurel  Informal Sector Service Centre 

(INSEC), Kathmandu, Nepal   
  

107.  Sunil Wijesirivandane  Sri Lanka oceanway@sltnet.lk  
108.  Surendra Mohan      
109.  Sushovan Dhar  VAK/SAAPE-India dhar.sushovan@gmail.com  
110.  Tanka Panta  Nepal Samacharpatra  tanka.panta@gmail.com  
111.  Tapan K Chakarborty  SUPRO, Bangladesh  tapan@nrdsbd.org  
112.  Teeka Dhakal  Co_ Act Nepal  teekadhakal@yahoo.com  
113.  Tej Bahadur Dhakal  SAIDS, Nepal  onlyinnepal@gmail.com  
114.  Tika Ram Maharjan  ANEIA   
115.  Tulasa Thapa  Women Welfare Society 

(WWS), Nepal  
  

116.  Tulsi Siwakoti  GEFONT   
117.  Umesh Upadhyaya  GEFONT umesh@gefont.com  
118.  Wajedul Islam  Bangladesh drwazedikhan@yahoo.com  
119.  Yadab Katwal  RRN yadab@rrn.org.np   
120.  Zakia Jowher  ActionAid, India  zakia.jower@actionaid.org  
121.  Zulfiqar Ali Shah  PILER, Pakistan  zulfiqarshah@yahoo.com  
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Annex 5: 

Chief Guest's Inaugural Speech

Chief Guest Minister for Foreign Affairs Ms. Sahana Pradhan's Speech on the theme
"Poverty Eradication by Strengthening Struggles for Peace, Justice and Food
Sovereignty in South Asia

Mr. Chair, and Respected Delegates,

The theme of the conference "Eradication of Poverty by Strengthening Struggles for Peace,
Justice and Food Sovereignty in South Asia" points to the ground reality of South Asia, which
being home to over one fifth of the humanity of the world, is the region with the highest
concentration of the poor. If we do not combat poverty and remove its debilitating effects on
the masses by putting collective efforts, our dreams of achieving socio-economic
development, realization of human rights and lasting peace, basic security and the rule of law
can never be realized in the true sense. To eradicate the grinding effects of poverty from
South Asia, Government efforts are not enough, especially in view of the fact that several
factors, including social, political, historical and cultural, and their ramified and cumulative
effects are responsible continuation of poverty in our part of the world. We have been
witnessing that the wave of globalization has also bypassed in addressing the genuine needs
of the poor and needy. In many respects, globalised economy has been operationalised in
favour of the rich nations. All of us therefore need to put more focused efforts from our
respective areas to bring qualitative and quantitative changes in the poverty situation in South
Asia. I appreciate the research and advocacy role of SAAPE in the fight against poverty and
in promoting a peaceful, secure and just order in South Asia for common benefits.

Our efforts in Nepal to forge out a just, secure and inclusive socio-political system based on
gender equality and equal opportunities to all ethic and religious groups, castes, creeds,
social groups and geographic regions, through the election of the Constituent Assembly
election is ongoing. All responsible political parties in the coalition Government should give
serious thoughts to the timely holding of the polls for reaching a logical conclusion to the
peace process in Nepal. We must avoid conflicts in any forms or manifestations from the
whole of South Asia if we want to march ahead on the path of development and deliver results
to our people. Inter and Intra-state conflicts have had a lot of toll on the social and economic
development processes of the South Asian countries. This situation should not continue any
more. We must strive hard to bring an end to violence and conflicts by developing a culture
of consensus and collaboration and ensuring equality of opportunities and justice to all
citizens. Regional civic society organizations like SAAPE could play an immense role in such
vital areas of common interests.

To conclude, I would like to wish the AGM of SAAPE a thorough success in achieving its
goals. I believe that you will have a fruitful deliberation on the theme of the meeting and be
successful in making very useful recommendations for reduction of poverty through the
promotion of peace and justice and ensuring basic security among the peoples. 

Thank you,
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Annex 6: 

The SAAPE Communiqué 

We, the participants of the South Asia Alliance for Poverty Eradication (SAAPE) Annual
General Meeting held in Kathmandu on 29-30 July 2007, representing various civil society
groups, social movements, mass organizations, trade unions, professional societies and
NGOs from Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, Maldives, Nepal, Pakistan and Sri Lanka
reaffirm our commitment to the full realisation of peace, justice and food sovereignty in South
Asia. We strongly believe that:

A growing democratic deficit is starkly noticed in almost all countries of South Asia. This deficit
has been accentuated by both internal and external factors, including the different processes
of globalisation and neo-liberalisation;

The internal factor that was clearly manifested in the entire region was the growing
subservience of the ruling elite to the tenets of dogmatic neo-liberalism; and in all countries
of the region, local and global hegemonic forces are creating conflicts, militarization,
exclusion and growing sense of insecurity among the people; 

As a consequence, there has been an unprecedented drain on natural resources of the
region. The overall result is increased destitution in the countryside. The landless are driven
out of the rural economy as the corporate logic of globalised agriculture replaces labour and
offers no employment opportunities. The rural economy with the destruction of sustenance
and sustainable agriculture is unable to accommodate the poor. They are, therefore, forced
to migrate to the urban centres to suffer further. They migrate as penniless poor with no
adequate skills required in urban areas. As new immigrants, they have no access to any
welfare and security services, obviously, their food sovereignty is virtually destroyed;

Water, land, food, forests, seeds, biodiversity and culture are common assets of humanity for
present and future generations. We strongly believe that people have the right to safe food,
continuously, free from genetic modification; 

Food sovereignty at the family, society, national, regional and international levels is a basic
human right. In this regard, scientific land reforms assuring peasants’ access to and control
over land resources are fundamental requirements, along with the protection of indigenous
knowledge system and practices. The age-old practices and knowledge systems of our
people preserved soil fertility, evolution of sensible ways and means to conserve water and
forests. The current development trends threaten these historic gains and achievements of
our people;

The plunder, reminiscent of the days of colonial rule, has serious manifestations on climate
change. National governments are allowing the exploitation of mineral wealth, oceanic
wealth, forest wealth, genetic wealth and all forms of natural endowments in the name of
market reform, undermining the rights of the people to these resources;

Failures in agrarian reforms, egalitarian distribution of resources, development of
infrastructure and provision of health and child-care facilities have taken gender-specific
forms. Livelihood resources for women have dwindled and new ways of curtailing their
consumption have emerged even as the commodity market expands and proliferates. At the
same time, women have become the objects of numerous unsustainable development
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interventions. Women in the labour market have not been either fully or partially in control of
the incomes they generate and what should have been their purchasing power. Women still
do not participate substantively in the political-public domain or in the non-state juridical
domain of local decision-making and arbitration;

The absence of peace is evident everywhere in South Asia, encompassing the political,
economic, social, communal, ethnic, class, caste, and gender arenas, all of which are
interconnected. This absence of peace and proliferations of conflicts is the pretext being used
by South Asian governments to suspend democratic exercises and curtail human rights of
citizens. Democracy and a democratic culture are at their worst; militarism and militarization
are at their height. The global powers under the imperialistic leadership of USA government,
still chants the song of “War on Terror” to implement its agenda of domination and denial;

The present system exploits each and every situation of crises for taking away democratic
rights and substituting with draconian powers and crushing civil liberties, eroding human
rights, branding all dissents as ‘terrorism’, instituting new curbs on freedom of expression,
breeding xenophobia urging to eliminate the ‘other’. All these tendencies entail gross denial
of justice and growing violations of democracy, human rights and the right to self-
determination;

A holistic understanding of peace has to be discovered by rejecting the current dominant
culture of war and cultivating the culture of peace. Peace is a pre-condition for fullness of
dignified life. Human beings can become fully human only in the condition of peace.
Creativity, spirituality, individual and collective achievements attain glory in the climate of
peace; 

Justice is the pre-condition for peace. We hasten to add that the war against poverty cannot
be achieved through pious platitudes contained in such hypocritical pronouncements as the
MDGs. The true solution lies in respecting the sovereignty and autonomy of each community
to plan its own future using its own resources, knowledge and local ingenuity. We affirm our
commitment peace with justice; 

An end to nuclearisation at global, regional and local is urgent. We demand de-nuclearisation
in our region and drastic reduction of defense expenditure. We call upon national
governments to begin by reducing their defense expenditures annually at least by ten percent
of the current allocation and reallocating the same for social security purposes. As a first step
in this direction we demand the introduction of people’s social security system to cover all
segments of the economy– the unemployed and the marginalised people; 

Among various forms of marginalization and exclusion we find the problems of refugees
particularly of Bhutan, is alarming. Minimum standards must be followed immediately to arrest
the continuing violation of Human Rights of the Bhutanese Refugees. Social and political
security and the rights of refugees must be guaranteed without further delay. Similarly, the
rights of all the people subjected to involuntary displacement, internally as well as externally,
must be restored immediately; and

We express our serious concern in the renewed war in Sri Lanka and hardships of large
sections of people in addition to the killing and wounding of countless numbers. We urge the
parties in conflict to arrive at a speedy settlement and promote sustainable peace and
reconciliation mechanism to prevent further conflict in the future. 

We, as a SAAPE team, declare that the issues of women need to be dealt with tremendous
importance; in all spheres of our life the issues of women are cross cutting, hence, they need
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to be addressed aptly. We believe in equality of women in participation for social, economic,
political and cultural life of our society with equity and justice. 

We, the people of South Asia, united in solidarity declare that we are not enemies of each
other, that we do not want war against each other, that we do not want to be armed into
starvation. We further call upon all the governments of the different countries in the region to
cease all covert and overt hostilities; to resolve all disputes through amicable dialogue, to
immediately reduce tensions, to decrease the militarization of the borders and to take urgent
steps to bring about peace, justice and ensure social security for the people to live in dignity. 
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Annex 7: 

Major Decisions Made by the Core Committee and Endorsed by the AGM

1. Make AGM a smaller event of about 20 international delegates only. 

2. Recruit full time coordinator, exclusively for SAAPE, after January 2008.

3. Station communication officers in the RTFOs to work as extended arms of the Regional
Secretariat.

4. SAAPE Secretariat must not be shifted from Kathmandu as Kathmandu is the best place
for it.

5. Core committee meetings will be held twice a year, excluding the AGM.

6. Membership to be based on the themes and not country focused as there is no country
focal point any more. RTFOs to be empowered to take new members.

7. For the wider dissemination of national issues to the region, firstly RTFOs should send
the materials to the Secretariat and then the Secretariat will facilitate for further required
work.

8. Inter country-thematic assembly will take place every year, participated by members of
the given theme. These assemblies are to be organised by RTFOs, facilitated by the
Regional Secretariat

9. SAAPE has to be registered and accredited to the SAARC Secretariat. The Regional
Secretariat would take this initiative. It also needs to have SAAPE statute before getting
it registered to the appropriate authority, thus, get help of competent members.

10. The Communication Officers based at the RTFOs may be assigned to work at the
Secretariat for three months on a rotation basis, to help the Secretariat and get
acquainted with the SAAPE work. It can be taken as an internship at the Secretariat.

11. It was decided to continue the People’s SAARC initiatives. For the facilitation of
necessary preparations for 2008 People’s SAARC, a preparatory committee of the
volunteers has been formed comprising of Mr. Karamat Ali, Mr. Mohiuddin Ahmad, Mr.
Mohamed Zuhair, Mr. Babu Mathew, Ms. Rokeya Kabir, and two persons from the SAAPE
Regional secretariat. The preparations should start well in advance and the People’s
SAARC process/event must be as inclusive as possible

12. The preparatory meeting of the committee for People’s SAARC 2008 should be organised
two-three months prior to the People’s SAARC 2008 event.

13. SAAPE also has to be engaged in the specific country process of peace initiatives
therefore, a specific task force has been constituted to conceptualise the idea of SAAPE’s
engagement. For this purpose, decisions were made that Concept Papers for each of the
country need to be prepared as follows;

a. For Sri Lanka – Mr. Karamat Ali supported by Prof. Babu Mathew 

b. For Pakistan – Mr. Mohiuddin Ahmad, 

c. For Bangladesh – Ms. Zakia Jowher, 

d. For Bhutan – Mr. Ajit Muricken and Mr. Sandeep Pendse 

14. These concepts should be developed within 2 weeks time from the AGM date (i.e., within
15th of August 2007) and circulated for feedbacks, suggestions and actions. 
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15. Almost all the political decisions regarding specific SAAPE themes should be made by
the given RTFOs in consultation with their respective members. The Regional Secretariat
should play the role of the facilitator. 

16. Each thematic group should undertake at least one campaign of regional significance. It
needs to be linked with the country issues to make it locally as well as regionally
significant.

17. Tentative date and venue of the next Core Committee meeting is - January 2008 in
Maldives (prior to the official SAARC event).

18. While considering the participation for the AGM in the coming years, based on the
membership and contribution to SAAPE, ensure equal representation of male and
female.
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